An update on your
specialty Rx benefit
We’re rolling out a new program to help you save
Your specialty prescription benefit plan will look a little different next year.
Here’s what’s new
PrudentRx has collaborated with CVS Caremark® to offer a
third-party (manufacturer) copay assistance program* that may
help save you money when you fill your prescription through
CVS Specialty®.

How it works
We will work with you to obtain third-party copay assistance for
your medication, if available.** Once you’re enrolled, you’ll pay
nothing out-of-pocket† – that’s right, $0! – for medications on
your plan’s specialty drug list dispensed by CVS Specialty.

We’ll send more
information before we
make this plan change.
In the meantime, you
can continue to fill your
prescriptions as usual.

How to get started
Your enrollment in the program will be started automatically,
but some additional steps may be required.** You can choose
to opt-out at any time.

*Not all specialty prescriptions offer assistance. Eligibility for third-party copay assistance program is dependent on the applicable terms and
conditions required by that particular program and are subject to change.
**Some manufacturers require you to sign up to take advantage of the copay assistance that they provide for their medications – in that case, you
must call PrudentRx to participate in the copay assistance for that medication. PrudentRx will also contact you if you are required to enroll in the
copay assistance for any medication that you take. If you do not return their call, choose to opt-out of the program, or if you do not affirmatively
enroll in any copay assistance as required by a manufacturer, you will be responsible for 30 percent of the cost of your specialty medications.
†
Out-of-pocket maximum is the amount you must pay each policy year before the policy starts paying the full benefits. This may be for the whole
family and/or one person alone.
Your privacy is important to us. Our employees are trained regarding the appropriate way to handle your private health information.
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